Abstract : This paper proposes that pulsars can serve as beacons for the discovery of and communication with extraterrestrials. The motivation for the communication strategy proposed is discussed in detail, along with relevant astrophysical considerations. It is shown that millisecond pulsars have characteristics and a distribution in space that make it possible to envisage communication being targeted towards and away from habstars (as defined by Turnbull & Tarter) aligned with pulsars in a specified way. Lists of candidate habstars and their pulsar alignments are included for those wishing to conduct searches using the strategy described.
Introduction
SETI paradigms apparently fall into simple categories : (1) general surveys versus directed searches and (2) those motivated by zero, weak or strong communicative intention. It is possible to discuss options within such a schematic framework in terms of a focus which is either primarily on the properties and characteristics of signals that might be employed, or on the strategy of the enterprise, as presumed to be adopted by both Earthlings and extraterrestrial intelligences (ETIs). Our stance is to focus on the strategic issues for discovery, and work toward commentary on signalling characteristics. This stance contrasts with an alternative approach sometimes found in the SETI community, where it is assumed that discovery is bound up with signalling characteristics and content, so that discovery might depend upon successfully working out what an ETI might try to communicate, and how (cf. . Consequently we do not concern ourselves with message design and content.
Various assumptions underpin the current strategies that differ in terms of resource implications and the interpretations placed upon null results. This paper does not attempt a comprehensive review or evaluation of the various assumptions and plausibilities of these approaches, or of the searches actually being done, although we do locate some existing efforts within the scheme outlined above. Rather, our concern is to propose and justify a new paradigm. The proposal here takes further the ideas proposed earlier by one of us (Edmondson 2003) .
Within the scheme outlined above the new proposal can be classified as a directed search with strong communicative intent. The novelty of the proposal is the use of pulsars as beacons in relation to communicative intent. We first consider the motivation for the proposal, then the relevant astrophysical factors and finally we look at the merits.
It should be noted that the proposal given here is not the same as that discussed by Heidmann (1988) , who was not concerned with the use of pulsars as directional beacons. Corbet (1999) has proposed that gamma-ray bursts should be used as both directional and time markers in SETI strategies. Some of the issues noted by Corbet are relevant to our proposal and these are touched on below.
Communicative intent
The motivation for the new proposal arises out of consideration of communicative intent. In humans communicative intent is as important as content. For SETI to be successful, we argue, it is necessary to develop an approach to this particular communication situation that reflects understanding of the cognitive and intentional context within which communication operates generally. In relation to the SETI enterprise we consider that communicative intent can be zero, weak or strong.
Zero intent
This term applies to the situation where we Earthlings have very little communicative intent (but enough to conduct a search). Furthermore, we assume that the ETIs we look for do not have communicative intent. The only mechanism for search that is open to us in this situation is to try to eavesdrop on ETIs, on the assumption that the ETIs concerned do not intend their interplanetary radar, or local TV transmissions, or whatever, to be of interest to another intelligence. This approach is problematic because (1) the radio frequencies at which to search are difficult to determine and (2) the power levels at the transmitter may be relatively low. Plausibly the most promising signal to listen for here would be the use of radar for interplanetary science, but the problem of identifying candidate frequencies will be compounded by the fact that such transmissions will be unpredictably infrequent and intermittent. It is widely assumed in the SETI community that low transmitter power levels do not present an insurmountable obstacle to discovery (trade-offs are possible in relation to signal processing, antenna gain, frequency, and so forth, and receiver technology is good). For our purposes here it is not relevant to explore these issues further as the zero-intent model is undirected and unintentional and thus antithetical to the new paradigm.
Weak intent
Current terrestrial SETI activity has weak communicative intent. Attempts to transmit signals 1 express weak intent because they are little more than shots in the dark. General survey searches for signals (perhaps continuous wave transmission at 1420 MHz -see http ://seti1.setileague.org/ articles/protectd.htm for a list of possible frequencies, and Blair (1995) for a discussion of possible frequencies) from ETIs are not directed and presume only some eventual communicative intent on our part. Discussions of different signalling paradigms (see Shostak 1995) do not really address the issue of intentionality.
Considerable efforts are being made in this style of SETI activity. For example, the resource implications of the SETI enterprise based in Berkeley are impressive. For several decades a professional academic resource has been devoted to devising and implementing techniques for ETI signal acquisition (including use of Arecibo facilities) and processing (the SETI@Home software is a significant demonstration of the power of grid computing). Indeed, it is arguable that this sustained level of work is what currently motivates popular interest in the topic as well as professional concerns to find new paradigms.
Note, however, that all this work should not mask assumptions about our intent or that of the putative ETIs. It is not the case that we Earthlings are spending much time analysing the approaches we should take to begin transmissions ourselves (this is distinct from message design). We assume that ETIs will not have complex strategies, or that if they do then we will be in the pool of those likely to be recipients of messages. On this basis the currently null result can be interpreted variously as bad luck, inadequate technology, insufficient time, lack of inventiveness in relation to signalling options, etc. Additionally, the recent production of a list of 17 129 nearby stars with characteristics appropriate for habitable planets (habstars, see Turnbull & Tarter 2003a) provides only another opportunity to direct the search at possible/likely sources without altering assumptions concerning what to search for or why any ETI is transmitting anything anyway. The assumption is that ETIs are trying to get in touch with other ETIs -somehow -and that we can benefit from this without actually making the effort to join in.
Strong intent
To consider strong communicative intent we need to look at some challenging questions. For example, what does it mean to attribute communicative intent to an ETI? How might we recognize such an intent ? What must we say about our intention and its expression ? How do these issues inform or motivate a search for ETIs ? These questions might be summarized as follows : if Earthlings established a designed and systematic programme to begin long-term continuous transmissions in an effort to establish contact with an ETI, what would this look like ?
With regard to strong intentionality we can say the following.
(1) Any system needs to be based on the assumption that we, as much as an ETI, want to be successful in establishing contact. (2) We know that both an ETI and ourselves share the same problems. (3) We must presume that both an ETI and ourselves share the same solutions. (4) We and ETIs should expect to target transmissions according to a predictable and thus shared procedure. (5) We need to be close to the point of pressing the send button if we are to be confident of our search strategy. (6) We want to be sure of a clear positive or negative outcome.
Consider that on the part of an ETI, weak intentionality amounts to little more than 'shouting' in the hope that somewhere someone will 'hear '. This is communicative of little more than existence, in a certain direction (and perhaps only within a certain volume of the galaxy if a habstar is not identified). As the basis for the start of an interaction it is woefully inadequate, not least because it ignores the possibility that more can be done to establish the initial contact in ways that might subsequently be useful. The concern here is not about message composition; the issue rather is that the presumed intent of an ETI could be a useful basis for constraining a search and thus improving the chances of success. However, the ETI has to make the right decisions. Even in the case of a targeted search directed at habstars, intentionality could remain weak if an ETI was relatively thoughtless about the problems facing those seeking to establish contact.
Strong intentionality can be assumed of an ETI who goes about the business of transmitting a signal with an intent to maximize the chances of discovery and the utility of that discovery in relation to subsequent activity. Work in cognitive science, on distributed cognition (see Hutchins 1996) , encourages us to assume that both an ETI and ourselves have the same problem to solve and that we will both be concerned to find a recoverably shared solution to a known shared problem. One way to understand this is to assume that we Earthlings should ask ourselves 'how would we maximize our discoverability by an ETI? ' One answer, we propose, is that we should direct continuous transmissions in specified directions, and with signals specified in such a way as to be readily recoverable. Correspondingly, our search should be targeted in terms of both direction and signal characteristics -using the same specifications. The assumption that the specification of the transmission/search paradigm can be shared, and that this enhances the prospects for success and subsequent communication, is what distinguishes the proposal here from those that have been made before. Corbet (1999) assumed a similar line of reasoning as that above, although not explicitly formulated in relation to intent and distributed cognition. Corbet's concern was to maximize efficiency by means of brief directed transmissions (contrasted with continuous omni-directional transmissions), although he recognized the need for transmitter and receiver to share understanding of the technique he proposed. The problematic nature of his proposal is that it is opportunistically dependent on cosmological events, and that the signal characteristics are not specified. The proposal here is to use pulsars as beacons, thus providing the basis for continuous signalling. Additionally, pulsars offer a specification of the signal characteristic being sent/sought. Both proposals are concerned to specify direction of transmission, and in a similar way, but the additional detail of our proposal is that transmissions are targeted at candidate stars selected as putative habitable systems (Turnbull & Tarter 2003a) .
Beacons
The specifications we propose are simple.
(1) The hydrogen line frequency is likely to be ubiquitously recognized (it is not parochially salient) and so can form the basis for any signal (this is uncontentious in the sense that many searches are conducted on this assumption already). (2) Signal characteristics can be specified in detail by the pulsar characteristics chosen for beacons, i.e. the signal can be pulsed at the repetition rates of the pulsars concerned. (3) No correction is needed for pulse rate or base frequency modulation caused by the orbital motion of the ETI (this is richly informative and must be known by any ETI to be so). (4) Directions can be specified in relation to pulsars acting as beacons -both transmissions and searches are aligned with the beacons. (5) Transmissions can be targeted at identified habstars, and potential habstar sources can be identified (Turnbull & Tarter 2003a ). The core concept underlying the scheme is that an ETI will align their transmission in relation to a pulsar as a beacon. This alignment was originally envisaged as being, in a general sense, 'anti-pulsar ' so that an ETI broadcasting a signal will do so 'toward the pulsar' used to determine its propertythat is, ' toward the beacon ' (see, e.g., Corbet 1999; cf. Edmondson 2003) . Terrestrial scientists, sharing and thus knowing ETI's strategy, need only look ' away from ' pulsars for specifiable signals at the pulse rate of the specified pulsar. Such a signal is maximally artefactual in an astrophysical sense (i.e. very unlikely to be considered a natural phenomenon), and this signals recoverable intent.
Directional beacons
The details of the scheme need a little fine tuning -the sense of 'toward the beacon' needs to be refined to cover habstars within a reasonable (arbitrary) angular distance of the beacon. Rather than inject huge energies into a transmission antenna with low gain (large beam width) it makes sense to pick the identifiable habstars within a specified angular range and to target those with high-gain antennae. That is what we Earthlings would do if we were concerned to maximize our discoverability. So, in reciprocal fashion, we should look in 'anti-pulsar ' directions (similarly refined in definition) for signals at 1420 MHz and with pulse rates specified by the pulsars ' behind us ' when we turn our antennae towards the identified habstars. The assumption is that ETIs will have/ share a concept of habstars (otherwise why would they bother transmitting anything at all?) and will have identified a list closely aligned to ours. The assumptions in relation to identifying habstars are addressed later.
The original supposition was that the search in anti-pulsar directions is preferentially motivated over all other directions because any signal found will be maximally artefactual. This strengthens the sense of shared solution -shared between ourselves and an ETI -and thus flags the search as being highly motivated because the underlying assumption is that the communicative intent of the ETI is strong and unambiguous. This line of reasoning has an intuitive appeal to it; the proposal is rather 'obvious '. However, we need to recall that the resolution of the antennae involved is such that searching will not be generally ' anti-pulsar' but will be directed to specific habstars within any given angular notion of 'anti-pulsar '. Likewise, we must assume that ETIs will be directing their signals at habstars (such as our own) sufficiently closely aligned with the 'toward pulsar' direction -as explained above -but precisely specified in terms of direction so as to be aligned with the pulsars but not directed exactly towards them. This observation allows us to generalize the notion of demonstrating artefactuality by basing the paradigm on directional alignment with pulsar beacons rather than on one specific direction. It follows from this that we could also be directing our search in the 'toward pulsar' direction (refined as above), and our attempts at transmission in the 'anti-pulsar ' direction (refined as above). Jean Schneider (personal communication) made the suggestion that searching could be 'toward pulsar' as much as 'anti-pulsar' and we acknowledge that elaboration.
Identifying beacons
The issue of which pulsars to use as beacons is interesting. Consideration of pulsar properties (Lorimer 2001; Manchester et al. 2003) shows that a small sub-group of pulsars, commonly referred to as 'millisecond ' pulsars, have pulse periods of y1-20 ms and that these pulsars are remarkably stable. Fast pulsars are attractive because if the pulse rate is to form the basis of any coding system then the bit rate will be correspondingly fast (in comparison to the much more numerous 'normal ' pulsars with pulse periods of a second or more). The fact that some of these pulsars are found in globular star clusters, and thus overlap when deployed as directional beacons, is unfortunate in that it diminishes the spread of coverage of the sky. However, the millisecond pulsars are more isotropically distributed in the sky than normal pulsars (Lorimer 2001) , which means that alignment with habstars is likely to be more readily found. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Habstars
The Turnbull & Tarter (2003a) habstar catalogue (HabCat) is used here to identify targets appropriately aligned with pulsars. This is discussed below. We should note first, however, that the habstar list is produced with a bias toward terrestrial life-forms. Such stars are considered potential suns for 'habitable ' planets that are likely to be sufficiently like Earth to have life-forms sufficiently like our own. Note, however, that a life-form based on radically different biophysics and biochemistry may have evolved to the point of producing its own habstar catalogue covering a rather different set of stars. This is perhaps far-fetched, but the point here is simply that if we can develop a habstar list, and an ETI somewhere produces a similar list, then shared biophysics and biochemistry are much more probable.
Our paradigm requires a list of habstars aligned with pulsars. Working with the original preference we focus first here on the list of habstars that are 'anti-pulsar' in direction. We then extend the scheme to cover those aligned in the direction of pulsars. In both cases the notion of alignment needs an angular definition, which we consider below, but further than this there are some technical issues to be clarified in terms of possibilities and problems, and it is to these we turn next.
Astrophysical considerations
The properties and distributions of pulsars are helpfully summarized in the database available online from the Australian Telescope National Facility (ATNF) ; see also Manchester et al. 2003) . The habstar list (Turnbull & Tarter 2003a ) is also available online. Lorimer (2001) provides a comprehensive summary of pulsar physics. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of pulsars from Hobbs & Manchester's list of 1300 pulsars ; the plot is of log pulsar period against log pulsar period derivative, adjusted to bring the zero on the y axis into alignment with the millisecond group to highlight the differences between these pulsars and the normal group. Visual inspection leads to identification of an intermediate group which may be closely aligned with the so-called ' intermediate-mass binary pulsars' (see Lorimer 2001) and which lies between the millisecond pulsars and Fig. 1 . This shows the spatial distribution of pulsars from the catalogue produced by . A simple density modulated sinusoidal model is imposed on the data to guide the reader regarding the galactic distribution of objects. The locations of star clusters associated with pulsars are also shown. Pulsars for which no value is given for pulse period derivative are not shown (the data plotted here are those used in the Fig. 2 , which requires a value for the derivative).
those that are normal. The boundaries between the three classes are not clear.
Pulsars and habstars
The discoverability of pulsars appears to be determined by the effort made to find them, but in relation to presuppositions made about any ETI's knowledge of pulsars this issue needs to be considered in detail. From a terrestrial perspective there seems to be an entirely unremarkable drift to find pulsars that are a bit weaker, further or faster, but nonetheless there are no dramatic trends in the data concerning either pulse period or location or power, as a function of discovery date (see Fig. 3 -data from . It does appear from the depiction of the data that faster pulsars have been discovered more recently, but the trend is not disconcerting. It could be argued that discovery of pulsars, especially the fast ones, is so recent in astronomical terms that we are not able to assume much of an ETI's knowledge of this class of objects. Against this must be set the argument that if our set of known pulsars is technology limited (and an ETI has better technology) then increased receiver sensitivity will be known by the ETI to be an issue and they will preferentially select the more powerful pulsars for use as beacons. Additionally, of course, greater receiver sensitivity is probably more likely to increase the distance at which known pulsars are located than it is to increase the number of known pulsars at currently common distances. The implication is that the pulsar density is in fact already known fairly well, and that better technology will simple sample more of the galaxy. However, this increase in the pulsar inventory would be aligned more with the galactic plane and this would not greatly enhance the sampling of the HabCat. We might reasonably assume, therefore, that if an ETI orbiting a habstar knows about pulsars then they know about a set of objects in space that matches more or less the set we know about, without systematic differences from our set. Note that the SETI paradigm proposed here is not limited to any specific pulsar population -as they are discovered so they can be included in the SETI strategy discussed here. Clearly, the larger the set the more likely that this set matches well the set known by an ETI, and that the beacon selection and alignment will be suited for our detection of that ETI. This factor contributes to the complexity of the sampling which is inherent in the proposed paradigm (see below).
Pulsar pulse rates are curiously distributed -as shown in Fig. 2 -and Lorimer discusses the evolutionary model that accounts for this. It should be noted that the comparable figure in Lorimer's paper is based on fewer data. We have chosen, somewhat arbitrarily, to limit the list for initial use to those with periods of 16 ms or less. As discussed above, faster pulsars are to be preferred. It is assumed that any such distribution mapped by an ETI will look similar and that they will make similar decisions about inclusion in the population of beacons. Note, it makes sense for both parties to start work with the shortest period pulsars, and to prefer to work with short periods whenever possible. Pulsars are noted for having significant proper motion in space. Inspection of the figures shows that they are sufficiently distant from us (in comparison with the much closer habstars) that the directions specified as beacons do not move significantly in relation to the identification of habstars as targets. Fast pulsars have slower proper motion (Lorimer 2001 quotes figures of y450 km s x1 for normal pulsars and y80-140 km s x1 for millisecond pulsars). Because of finite light travel time and stellar proper motions, the level of alignment between habstars and pulsars will alter with time.
For the purposes of this paper the relevant timescale is the light travel time from the Earth to a potential habstar (and back). If in this timescale the pulsars or habstars were to move a significant distance on the sky then this would degrade the use of a beacon. As noted by Turnbull & Tarter (2003a) the typical habstar is y100 pc distant from us and thus the travel timescale (return trip) will be of the order of 650 yr. If we assume that the proper motion of the habstars with respect to the Sun is of the order of 50 km s x1 (Turnbull & Tarter 2003a) , then this motion corresponds to an apparent motion on the sky of much less than 1x (for an assumed distance of 100 pc). Indeed for a habstar to move an apparent distance of 1x on the sky in 650 yr and at a distance of 100 pc would correspond to a velocity in the plane of the sky much greater than the escape velocity of the Galaxy. Although normal pulsars typically have a larger proper motion due to the kick resulting from the originating supernova, because they are typically further away once again the apparent motion on the sky will be small. The millisecond pulsars and habstars have similar apparent distributions on the sky (but note that the normal pulsars are more concentrated in the galactic plane, cf. Fig. 1 ). For the habstars, the peak in the distribution of distances is at around 100 pc (Turnbull & Tarter 2003a) . The largest distance included in the catalogue is 300 pc. This distance range and limit means that the habstars are distributed roughly isotropically on the sky, the scale height of main sequence stars in the Galaxy being of the order of 300 pc (Gilmore & Reid 1983 ). An issue with the distribution of pulsars is the concentration of them in globular clusters (see also Fig. 1 ) such as M15 and 47 Tucanae, where in the latter case there are at least 20 ms pulsars alone (Freire et al. 2003) . These concentrations of millisecond pulsars all within a degree of each other will naturally lead to multiple tie-ups between habstars, where one habstar is within the corresponding cone of a number of pulsars (it was noted earlier that such multiple tie-ups were unfortunate ; the upside is that this distribution Fig. 3 . This sketch shows the discovery date effects listing in arranged as a function of logarithmic values of distance, power and period, with polynomial loose fits to the data. The trends are unexceptional -indeed they seem intuitively predictable. The notable feature is the discovery of faster pulsars since the early 1980s, but there is no indication that we are moving to a phase of discovery of markedly different stellar objects. The date values are adjusted for the data sets to avoid overlapping of symbols in the sketch. may serve usefully as the basis for multichannel communication sharing, to a significant extent, a direction).
Identification of target beacons and habstars
The current catalogue populations of habstars (17 129) and pulsars (1300) are significantly different. The subset of fast pulsars to be considered for use as beacons is rather small. The list of habstars has to be processed to find alignments with the selected pulsars -and in this regard Schneider's elaboration is useful because it will effectively double the set of potential target habstars.
It is worth commenting on the projected density of the habstars on the sky. Isotropic distribution on the sky would correspond to 0.4 habstar deg x2 . A consequence of this is that choosing a random point on the sky and searching with a radius of 1x will result in typically around one habstar being detected within this region. Although arbitrary this seems to us a sensible initial value to use in computing pulsar-habstar alignments.
In order to focus the search for beacons (defined by pulsar-habstar alignment) we concentrate on ' millisecond' pulsars. These are shown in Fig. 2 as the lower left-hand group. The group is roughly defined by the limits P spin < 16 ms and |dP/dt|<2r10 x19 (there is a millisecond pulsar with P spin =16.052 (J2145x0750), and another with |dP/dt| =2.03r10 x19 ). This obviously reduces very substantially the number of pulsars -from 1300 in the basic pulsar catalogue down to 73 (75 including the two just outside the limits). As mentioned above, choosing a search radius of 1x around the positions and anti-positions of these pulsars will mean that on average there will be around one habstar in this zone. It should be noted that several pulsars do not have a measured value listed for dP/dt and these are not included in the calculations here (they are included in the full listing in the Appendix, with the dP/dt value set to 1). In order to search for useful positional correspondence between pulsars and habstars, so as to define a useful set of beacons, we adopt the following criteria. Based on the position of each pulsar, we calculate the pulsar anti-position on the sky and then define a search cone of radius 1x around this pulsar anti-position (defined as the location on the sky that is diametrically opposite the position of the pulsar). We then determine whether there is a habstar within this search radius. We repeat the procedure for the pulsar position. The first procedure is based on the proposed ETI beaming a signal towards the pulsar beacons and the second on the ETI beaming a signal directly away from any such pulsar beacon. Tables 1 and 2 present lists of habstars that are aligned 'anti-pulsar ' and 'toward pulsar ', in relation to the millisecond pulsars identified above. In connection with Table 1 we note that the total number of correlations is 53 ; the number of different pulsars in this sample is 30 ; the number of different habstars is 52. There are three habstars with two pulsars in this sample, and a few pulsars with more than one habstar. (If J2145x0750 is included the numbers increase to 56, 31, 55, because it anti-aligns with three habstars.)
In connection with Table 2 we note that the total number of correlations is 60; the number of different pulsars in this sample is 44 ; the number of different habstars is 45. In this sample there is one habstar (index number 2186) that is in the same direction as 15 pulsars. The star is called HD2466 and it just happens to be near to the 47 Tucanae globular cluster (and so has lots of pulsars within 1x). It is not in the cluster (which is much further away), there is just a chance superposition.
The data in Tables 1 and 2 show that pulsar alignments do sample the habstar population with sufficient density to yield useful lists -97 habstars aligned with 55 fast pulsars is a good starting point for experimental work to explore the possibility that pulsars can serve as beacons (note that there are 19 pulsars common to Tables 1 and 2) .
It is sensible here to recall that the identification of groupings in the pulsar population is rather subjective. It turns out, for example, that the fast outlier normal pulsar (see Fig. 2 ), J0537x6910, could easily serve as a beacon (well off the galactic plane, reasonably fast with P spin =16.115 ms). It happens not to match any habstars with our alignment criteria so does not appear in the listings. This point is taken up later.
Signal characteristics
The assumption that an ETI will transmit at the period specified by the pulsar to which the transmission is aligned facilitates discovery and could provide a rich source of data about an ETI's planetary system. The known periodicity makes signal recovery from noise easier because summation of data over the suspected period can be used (cf. the use of this technique to recover details of pulsar pulse shape, Lorimer 2001) . Additionally, the use of a single transmission frequency (say 1420 MHz) dispenses with the need to consider dispersion corrections. Certainly, there are other aspects of signalling design that need to be resolved (e.g. to combat fading/scintillation) but these can be tackled after discovery, not as part of refinement of discovery procedures. It can be assumed that an ETI will maintain a constant pulse period (derivable even when the pulsar is part of a binary system) with sufficient accuracy that their own motion will be recoverable from perturbations in period. Indeed, it may be possible to disentangle several details of an ETI's environment : spin about the axis of their own planet, orbital details, planetary system details (and thus these characteristics do not have to be encoded in the message -cf. .
As noted by Corbet (1999) the energy required to transmit a continuous signal can be used to produce a more powerful (detectable) signal if the transmission is pulsed -'providing the recipient knows where and when a signal is coming from'. In our scheme the pulse rate determines much of what the recipient needs to know for signal detection, and the mark/ space ratio will also help if short, perhaps 1:10 (roughly typical of pulsars ; although there is no need to mimic the beacon's pulse characteristics). The directional aspect of the search is sorted out by the alignments as discussed Table 1 . A list of potential beacons for ETI searches. Listed are positional coincidences (within 1x) between pulsar anti-positions on the sky and stars in the habstar list of Turnbull & Tarter (2003a) . Shown in this table are the pulsar name, pulsar period and period derivative, pulsar position (in J2000 coordinates), and for the corresponding habstar, the Hipparcos ID number and the position are shown (in J2000 coordinates) Table 2 . A list of potential beacons for ETI searches. Listed are positional coincidences (within 1x) between pulsar positions on the sky and stars in the habstar list of Turnbull & Tarter (2003a) . Shown in this table are the pulsar name, pulsar period and period derivative, pulsar position (in J2000 coordinates), and for the corresponding habstar, the Hipparcos ID number and the position are shown (in J2000 coordinates) Tables 1 and 2 . A null, to a given signal strength, is readily determined and can be listed in a catalogue, either for a repeat assessment or for the development of more sophisticated receiver systems if technological limits are thought relevant. A target habstar in this scheme can be investigated with <100 min of data (thousands of pulse periods overlaid for initial scrutiny), permitting straightforward data acquisition and archiving for offline processing. Plausibly, simple summation of signals over the pulse period will suffice for initial assessment as minor deviations in period (due to ETI's orbital motion, or whatever) can be recovered subsequently. Power levels appropriate for signal detection of an ETI using a directional signal are discussed by Turnbull & Tarter (2003a) in relation to the distribution of distances in their HabCat. They note that 'the farthest star in the HabCat is at y300 pc, and transmitted powers comparable to the Arecibo planetary radar will be detectable to the ATA [Allen Telescope Array] at this distance '. Habstar motion implies the need to use a transmission beamwidth of several arcmin, such as might be achieved with a 100 m dish at 1420 MHz. Signals are thus likely to be on the borderline of detectability without additional techniques such as summation.
The discussion here is concerned with SETI rather than with the details of what an ETI might be trying to communicate. Additionally, by focusing on SETI we also mean to de-emphasize the more complex issues of designing a systematic communications protocol -the two topics are not the same. Following the discovery of an ETI using a beacon it then becomes possible to consider what solutions might be shared in relation to multiple channels, fading, etc.
Conclusion
The paradigm sketched above is simple to comprehend and exploit, suitable for repeated measures, extremely sensitive and ultimately rather obvious in relation to the desire to establish recognizable artefactuality in the solution to a known shared problem. A null result for any pulsar alignment is probably unequivocal (at the time of assessment) and not technology limited. The main drawback is that the scheme really only samples the sky.
The cynical astronomer might argue that the proposal is rather like looking for one's lost key under the streetlamp -because that is where the light is. The reality is different: the proposal identifies a reason for looking in a specific direction, at specific targets, for specific signals with pulse rates such that data rates for a transmission are usefully high. The use of the HabCat significantly enhances the value of the scheme, but it remains the case that the sample covered is still less than 1% of the habstar population (using millisecond pulsars).
As noted earlier, the pulsar groupings are arbitrary as well as the criteria, and they are really mentioned only in order to provide a convenient way of referring to the faster and more stable subset of the total pulsar population. The initial criteria (P spin <16 ms, |dP/dt|<2r10 x19 ) could be relaxed to include some intermediate pulsars and fast normal pulsars, especially if they do not lie in the galactic plane (J0537x6910 provides a good example). This would enlarge the potential for finding pulsar-habstar alignments. Another way of doing this is to retain the criteria and enlarge the habstar listing. We have learned (Maggie Turnbull, personal communication) that a more extensive HabCat is forthcoming (Turnbull & Tarter 2003b) , and although many of the objects in the new list lie at considerable distances from us (mean distance of 240 pc) the list will usefully augment the opportunities for finding pulsar-habstar alignments as described here. The list of candidate alignments could be enlarged markedly by using all pulsars, regardless of pulsar stability and pulse rate. The coverage is substantially higher -1858 habstars, which is approximately 10 % of the habstar population (see the Appendix). The disadvantage of doing this, from an ETI's point of view as much as ours, is that the transmission rate could be very slow. The compensation, for any ETI as much as ourselves, is that such a scheme for transmission will not use a huge amount of energy as the transmission pulses will mostly be interleaved. Communications protocols and message content, should we decide to transmit, or should we detect anything, are other issues entirely and will be covered in a separate publication.
One potentially serious objection to the proposed scheme is that ETIs sending pulses might be thought to be detectable as pulsar-like objects. These have not already been detected and surely this ' null result' must make the scheme implausible. In fact the proposal permits manageable energies to be put into signalling for discoverability using the paradigm, without having to broadcast infeasible energies in general mimicry of pulsars (for which the established discovery procedure is different), or more broadly for detection by SETI programmes. In short, the current pulsar discovery techniques are really unlikely to have turned up any ETI transmitting on one or a few frequencies at a specific pulse rate, and SETI searches more generally will fail if they look for sufficiently energetic continuous wave transmissions rather than pulsed transmissions. Signal overlay techniques using data from a known direction, at a presumed frequency, and with predicted pulse rate, permit a possible signal to be dredged out of noise levels that are otherwise likely to be intractable (permitting feasibly low transmitter power for an ETI community to establish and resource a scheme for broadcasting).
One practical way of countering the objection is simply to check the habstars identified in the tables given in the paper and the Appendix. It is to be expected that even the amateur radio astronomy community might have the resources to check the habstars listed. It is our view that the scheme is plausible, worthwhile and practical -null results should be quickly and inexpensively available. Positive results would be interesting. Tables A1 and A2 provide the full sets of correlations in anti-pulsar (792) and pulsar (1066) alignments as described for the millisecond pulsars in the body of the paper. 
